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It is time to stop!!!! It is time to stop and smell the roses, see the sites, hear the cookabura's in the
morning, breathe the fresh air, get out, go, escape, run away, experience the sunsets, savour the good
things this country has to offer. I am sure many of you are over the COVID-19 deluge of negative press. I
must admit I have had enough. After a struggling 2019, the bush fires, droughts, water shortages,
cyclones and floods, its time to get ourselves sorted and start enjoying what this amazing country has to
offer.
What better isolation and distancing than heading off with your rig into the country or a remote coastal
village. There, where there is room, less crowds, no panic buying, no locking yourself away from family,
friends, social interactions and more. Yes we have to be careful, yes we need to keep things clean, keep
our distance and respect each others space. What better place than country Australia!

I call it Isolation ~ Kui Style!

Travellers are already on the move!
So what do our travellers say?
In a short survey on Facebook we undertook this week, respondents where asked the following
questions:

"Considering the current COVID -19 threat what best describes your thoughts?"
1. Chilled - not hit the road till its all over
2. Worried - so self isolate and stay out of everyone's way and only consider travelling when its all
gone
3. Adventurous - get away from the cities now and head for the country to enjoy the open spaces and
isolation that camping offers
4. Stick to your original travel plans and leave then.

Those that selected 1 and 2 (11%) have taken a precautionary approach, mainly due to other medical
issues and concerns. 44% were sticking to their normal plans for travel and were heading off on the
dates they had planned. Interestingly there was a whopping 42% of travellers getting out on the road
sooner rather than later.
This trend has been seen at a number of our parks with occupancy higher than normal for this time of
year. In fact we have had feedback of many rigs on the road already.
That is good news, especially with the drive nationally to get Australians to get out and support our local
tourism and businesses in rural areas

Where will you Isolate ~ Kui Style?
Kui Parks has 78 great parks on offer around Australia. Nearly all with large spacious sites offering
seclusion for your relaxation. The parks do not cram you in. There is more than enough room for all.
Why not ensure a Kui Park is part of your journey. To find out more about a Kui Park that meets your
needs visit our website to find just the right spot for your 'Isolation ~ Kui Style!'
Kui Parks prides itself on cleanliness and many parks have taken additional steps to ensure facilities are
cleaned with disinfectants and the like. We all have to play our part in this, ensuring we keep facilities
clean after use, and to provide feedback to park owners if you have concerns about the cleanliness.
Life is changing and there is little doubt we have a duty of care to all we come into contact with. Let’s
look out for one another! Caravanning and camping is a great way to be isolated yet enjoy all this
amazing country has to offer.

Are you ready for your trip? Is your membership up to date. If you are not a member, why not get ready
today and Join Kui Parks. We offer you great parks, without bells and whistles that offer clean, well
presented, reasonably priced and friendly locations all over Australia. Join today and enjoy 10% at all
our parks earning up to $30 in discounts per stay. If you are an existing member you can access your
profile by using your email address as Login and post code as password.

Frequent Stayer Program Winners

Our sincere Congratulations to the winners of our February draw. We thank you for your support and
trust you enjoy using your vouchers. To participate in this monthly draw, ask for a Frequent Stayer Card
at one of our member parks. Have the card punched at every park you stay at and after just 6 stays you
too can go into the draw to be a WINNER!
Kindly note that the Frequent Stayer Card is NOT a membership card and does not entitle you to a
10% discount. (The discount is only available on a valid Kui Parks Loyalty Membership Card).

I am looking forward to seeing you on the road! Join us as we enjoy Isolation ~ Kui Style!
Take Care
Keep your distance between your rigs and each other!
Safe travels
Kind regards
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